The IES Rochester Section is proud to once again host Paul & Kim Mercier of Lighting Design Innovations for one of our lunch time educational programs.

Join us on Wednesday October 16 for what promises to be an informative and educational event.

Is it time to replace horizontal illuminance requirements? Should we consider a paradigm shift to the lighting design process - a shift that would consider a person’s response to the visible effects of lighting in the indoor environment as the primary importance?

By considering lighting design objectives, the modern designer can create visual hierarchy and interest within our spaces despite restrictive energy concerns. LiDO is that – a procedure that will put the control for interior lighting design back into the hands of the designers; a true benefit to everyone who lives and works indoors.

Rick’s Prime Rib ~ 898 Buffalo Road - Rochester, NY 14624
$30 per person includes lunch

Please register and pay for this event on our website at www.iesrochester.org
You may also RSVP via email to mtrippe@pointsourcegroup.com
Registrations must be received by Friday October 11th.

Please remember to visit our website at www.iesrochester.org